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Superprism phenomenon in three-dimensional macroporous polymer photonic crystals
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The superprism phenomenon is the extremely large angular dispersion experienced by a light beam when
entering a photonic crystal. This arises from the anisotropy of the photonic band structure. Strong anisotropy
can be present even in systems without a complete photonic band gap. Here, we describe a theoretical
investigation of the superprism effect in three-dimensional macroporous polymer photonic crystals formed
from colloidal crystal templates. From the complete photonic band structure, an equal-energy surface~disper-
sion surface! is obtained. The propagation direction inside the photonic crystal is determined by the gradient of
this surface. Using this formalism, we explore the extreme sensitivity of the propagation direction to various
input parameters, including the input angle, the light frequency, and the composition of the photonic lattice.
Such effects can be exploited for sensing and filtering applications.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Photonic crystals are periodic dielectric structures t
control the propagation of light. In a photonic crystal, t
refractive index is spatially modulated with a period comp
rable to that of the electromagnetic wavelength. As a res
constructive and destructive interference due to multi
scattering gives rise to a band structure for photons, wh
may contain gaps. These gaps may exist over the whole B
louin zone or only within a limited range of wave vector
Initially, the study of photonic crystals was motivated by t
possibilities for inhibiting spontaneous emission1 and local-
izing light.2 Subsequently, most of the work in the field h
relied on the control of light propagation through the m
nipulation of the gaps within the photonic density of stat
As a result, the construction of a photonic crystal posses
a full band gap has been a primary goal of the field.3 How-
ever, recently another method has been demonstrated
controlling the propagation of radiation inside a photon
crystal, involving the manipulation of the anisotropy of th
bands.4–6 Due to this anisotropy, the propagation direction
light inside a photonic crystal can be an extremely sensi
function of parameters such as the wavelength or the incid
angle. This effect, known as the superprism phenomeno
observed at high frequencies, where anisotropy in photo
band structure is strongest and effects like negative refrac
and birefringence are expected.7

Various theoretical predictions and experimental stud
have been reported regarding anomalous angular deviatio
high frequencies near the photonic band gap. Linet al.8 re-
ported beam deviation inside a two-dimensional~2D! crystal
and attributed the deflection to non-linearity in the dispers
relation near the Brillouin zone edges. Subsequently, it
been realized that the anisotropy of the photonic bands p
a crucial role.4,9 The propagation through photonic cryst
prisms has been analyzed,5,10 and a number of application
proposed.6,11 This phenomenon has been studied using
transfer matrix approach, in both one and two dimensio
crystals.12,13 Other theoretical predictions involving the s
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perprism effect have simulated auto-cloned 3D photo
crystals.4,14,15 Very recently, Ochiai and Sa´nchez-Dehesa16

have extended the discussion to the case of th
dimensional systems, such as self-assembled colloidal c
tals.

In this work, we describe the computation of superpris
effect in a macroporous polymer photonic crystal form
from a colloidal crystal template.17 Following the method
outlined by Kosakaet al. for two-dimensional photonic
lattices,5 we directly compute the isoenergy surface based
the full three-dimensional photonic band structure, and th
determine the propagation angles from the gradient of
surface. Our simulations confirm a very sensitive dep
dence of the output angle on the parameters of the incom
beam. In particular, our calculations show a wavelength s
sitivity of 14°/nm for an input wavelength of around 130
nm, substantially larger than the 0.5°/nm dispersion rece
reported for planar photonic crystals.11 Calculations at con-
stant wavelength show a change of 8° in the internal pro
gation angle for 1° change in the input angle. These se
tivities increase at lower wavelengths. The resu
substantiate the existence of superprism effect in thr
dimensional photonic crystals, and emphasize the poten
value of templated colloidal materials. Our technique is qu
distinct from the method of Ref. 16, in which the analys
relies on the computation of a surface Brillouin zone rath
than the complete dispersion surface. As a result, it is
readily generalizable to arbitrary crystal orientations. In a
dition to a plane wave expansion for calculation of the gro
velocity, this work also included an analysis of the coupli
efficiency across the air-photonic crystal interface, based
a layer-Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker~KKR! method. This is re-
quired because the analysis is done for higher frequen
where many bands can couple. In contrast, we have not
sidered the issue of coupling, because at lower energies~such
as considered here!, it is not possible for more than a few
bands to play a role. Finally, the technique described h
only requires the numerical computation of the band str
©2003 The American Physical Society03-1
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ture, which can be performed to essentially arbitrary pre
sion using available software.18

II. COMPLETE PHOTONIC BAND STRUCTURE

The basis for the superprism phenomena is anisotrop
the photonic band structure, a feature which is stron
present at frequencies near the photonic band gap. The e
is very sensitive to the particular choice of incident an
relative to the orientation of the photonic crystal, as well
the incident wavelength. Hence, accurate theoretical mo
ing is needed in order to design and orient samples for o
mized sensitivity at a given wavelength. Here we apply o
calculation to a particular crystal morphology, namely
macroporous polymer, which is robust and easy
fabricate.19 These three-dimensional polymer photonic cry
tals are formed by using colloidal crystals as templat
Macroporous polymer templates can be prepared from h
quality silica colloidal crystals with controlled thickness.20

These are inverted face-centered-cubic~fcc! structures, i.e.,
interconnected air spheres in a close-packed fcc config
tion in a polymer background.19 Though these inverted struc
tures do not provide a high enough dielectric contrast for
formation of a full band gap, they do possess substantial
bands indicative of a partial gap along the$111% crystalline
axis.21 This is an indication of strong band structure anis
ropy, which is sufficient for the manifestation of the sup
prism effect.

The band structure for the macroporous polymer is ca
lated using an available software package18 which utilizes
the plane wave method. This software computes defin
frequency eigenstates of Maxwell’s equations in periodic
electric structures for arbitrary wave vectors, using ful
vectorial and three-dimensional methods, and is specific
designed for the study of photonic crystals. For better c
vergence, a grid of 16316316 is taken with mesh size of 7
To simulate the structure of macroporous polymer templa
we define the lattice geometry for the fcc lattice and set
ratio of sphere radius to the primitive unit cell length to
slightly more than 0.5,r /a50.53. This corresponds to plac
ing the air spheres slightly closer together than their dia
eters, leading to small windows which interconnect the in
nal air network.22 This accurately reproduces th
morphology of the samples.19 The dielectric constant of the
polymer background is taken as 2.5281~corresponding to
np51.59), which is roughly the value for polystyrene.23 The
typical band structure for the lowest eight bands is shown
Fig. 1. Here, V is the normalized frequency given b
(va/2pc) or (a/l), wherea is the length of the primitive
unit cell.

The band structure shown in Fig. 1 is depicted in a st
dard way for the fcc lattice. It only displays the energy alo
lines connecting the high symmetry points on the Brillou
zone surface. However, acompletephotonic band structure i
needed to calculate the dispersion surface. In other wo
we must calculate the band structure from theG point to all
possible points on the Brillouin zone surface, not merely
the high symmetry points. We can of course use the sym
try of the Brillouin zone to reduce the computational load
16510
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III. DISPERSION SURFACE AND PROPAGATION
DIRECTION

The complete photonic band structure gives informat
about how the band structure varies fromG point to all pos-
sible points on the Brillouin zone surface. From this, all po
sible values of wave vectors in the three-dimensional sp
for a particular energy or frequency can be calculated. T
plot of all these wave vectors in thek-space for a particular
energy gives an equal-energy surface known as a disper
surface. It is analogous to the index ellipsoid in conventio
crystal optics or to the Fermi surface in electronic crysta

The shape of the dispersion surface depends on the
sen value of energy, specified by the frequency of the in
dent light. For small values far below the stop band, the b
structure is isotropic in nature. In this case the dispers
surface is spherical, with a radius given by the magnitude
wave vector which corresponds to a velocity ofc/nave,
wherenave is the average~homogenized! refractive index. At
high frequency values, near the photonic band gap, the b
structure anisotropy is strong. As a result, the shape of
persion surface deviates from spherical, though it retains
symmetry of the Brillouin zone.

To understand how this distortion of the dispersion s
face leads to the superprism phenomenon, we first exam
the band structure at small frequency values. Figure 2~a!
shows the band structure for the second band at small
quency values, from theG point to five other high symmetry
points on the Brillouin zone surface. At these values of f
quency, the magnitude of wave vector for all five directio
is nearly the same. As a result, the dispersion surface
these energies are spheres ink space. In contrast, Fig. 2~b!
shows the band structure for the fourth band at higher
quencies. In this case there is a strong dependence ofuku on
the direction ink space. So at higher frequency values, a p
of the dispersion surface ink-space does not produce
sphere, but a distorted shape. The differences in the ma
tudes of wave vectors in different directions for a particu

FIG. 1. The lowest eight bands in the band structure of
inverted fcc photonic crystal lattice, computed using the plane w
method~Ref. 18!. The dielectric matrix has a refractive index o
1.59 ~similar to polystyrene!, and the air spheres overlap slight
(r /a50.53) in order to model an experimentally realizable samp
The horizontal dashed lines represent the energies used to com
the dispersion surfaces shown in Fig. 3.
3-2
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FIG. 2. Band structure fromG point to five
different high symmetry points on the Brillouin
zone surface, plotted as the energy vs the mag
tude of the dimensionless wave vector,ukau. ~a!
shows the nearly isotropic second band, while~b!
shows the anisotropic fourth band. The horizon
dashed lines represent the energies used to c
pute the dispersion surfaces shown in Fig. 3.
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value of frequency are essentially the band structure an
ropy. In Fig. 3, examples of iso-energy surfaces are sho
for the macroporous polymer sample under consideration
the three energies denoted by horizontal dashed lines in
1. We note that these dispersion surfaces retain the symm
of the Brillouin zone.

The propagation direction can be obtained directly fro
the dispersion surface.4,5 First, the incident wave vector i
obtained by drawing the free space dispersion surface~a
sphere!, and then drawing a ray fromG point to a point on
this surface to represent the incident wave vectork in . The
orientation of this incident wave vector defines the incid
angles (u in andf in). The propagation wave vector inside th
crystal is obtained by noting that the component of the w
vector parallel to the crystal surface is conserved across
boundary. Hence a corresponding pointkP on the photonic
crystal dispersion surface is obtained, representing the pr
gation wave vector for the radiation inside the crystal.
nally, the propagation direction is obtained as normal to
dispersion surface at the end point of the propagation w
vector kP , since the group velocityvg is given by vg
5¹kv(k). If the dispersion surface is spherical, then th
gradient points radially, and the wave propagates in a di
tion parallel to its wave vector. As a result, the propagat
angle does not change drastically for small changes in
incident orientation. However, if the dispersion surface
distorted, then the gradient can be a sensitive function of
incident angle. Sensitivity in wavelength arises from the f
that the shape of dispersion surface changes with s
change in frequency. The more distorted the shape of
dispersion surface, the more drastic is the change in pro
gation direction and hence the more pronounced is the su
prism effect.

We note that this analysis neglects the parity of the ban
which influences the coupling efficiency from free space i
the photonic crystal modes, depending on the incident li
polarization.16 However, since in a three-dimensional latti
16510
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the modes are not pure TE or TM boths- and p-polarized
lights exhibit some degree of coupling. We expect th
p-polarized light couples more efficiently for the specific o
entations described here because the modes have odd p
~with respect to the$110% symmetry plane in which the in
ternal propagatingk-vector is confined, as described below!.
In any event, the incident polarization is not relevant in co
puting the variation of the internal propagation angle w
incident angle or wavelength, since the propagation direc
is determined entirely by the shape of the dispersion surfa

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

With the computed dispersion surface, it is possible
calculate the incident and propagation angles with respec
any set of planes in the crystal, or equivalently for any ar
trary crystal orientation or facet. For illustrative purposes,
calculate here the results with respect to the$111% set of
planes since they are most readily accessi
experimentally.19,20We also report a few results for the$001%
face since it is possible to grow the colloidal crystals w
this face exposed by employing specially pattern
surfaces.24,25

As we are dealing with three-dimensional crystals, t
orientation of the incoming beam is defined by two para
eters,u in and f in . Similarly, up and fp define the internal
propagation direction. The dispersion surfaces obtained
different frequencies differ in shape but retain the symme
of the Brillouin zone. It is clear from Fig. 3 that the gradien
of these dispersion surfaces will not, in general, point alo
a direction parallel tokP . However, due to the symmetry o
the Brillouin zone, ifk in lies in the planekx5ky , then kP
will also lie in this plane, as will the propagation direction
the radiation. Hence, for this particular set of input wa
vectors, the propagation direction can be parametrized b
single angle. This condition holds regardless of which crys
facet is exposed. We note that the dispersion surface o
ic
n

FIG. 3. Isoenergy~dispersion! surfaces com-
puted from the full three-dimensional photon
band structure, a small portion of which is show
in Figs. 1 and 2.~a! Band No. 2,V50.50. ~b!
Band No. 3,V50.80. ~c! Band No. 4,V50.73.
3-3
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TUSHAR PRASAD, VICKI COLVIN, AND DANIEL MITTLEMAN PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 165103 ~2003!
an easy way to confirm this result, which otherwise requi
a more complex analysis.16,26–28

Figure 4 shows one quadrant of a two-dimensional s
through the dispersion surface of Fig. 3~c!, along the plane
kx5ky . The inset shows the complete two-dimensional sli
along with the Brillouin zone boundary in this plane. Th
figure illustrates an example of the construction for det
mining the propagating wave vector. In this example,
incident energy isV50.73@as in Fig. 3~c!#, and the incident
angle isu in524° relative to the surface normal~which, in
this case, is the$100% axis!. The example shown here illus
trates the phenomenon of negative refraction, which has b
the topic of much recent discussion.29–34 As noted previ-
ously, it is possible in a photonic crystal to have negat
refraction without a negative effective refractive index35

This follows because the refraction is determined by the
cal anisotropy of the dispersion surface, as shown in Fig
It should also be clear from this figure that a small change
the incident angle~in this case, a small increase! can move
the resulting value ofkP across a region of substantial cu
vature on the dispersion surface, leading to a very la
change in the propagation angle.

Figure 5 shows the variation of the internal propagat
angle with frequency, this time for the case of a$111% input
facet. As above, the input beam is confined in the$1̄10%
plane, so the propagating beam is also confined in that p
and its direction is specified by a single angle. Here,
display the propagating angleuP for a fixed input orientation

FIG. 4. One quadrant of a slice through the iso-energy surf
shown in Fig. 3~c!, along the planekx5ky . The free-space and
photonic crystal dispersion surfaces are shown, along with the e
of the Brillouin zone. This diagram illustrates the construction
determining the internal propagation direction for a given input r
The vertical dashed line represents the momentum conserv
condition for the component ofk perpendicular to the surface no
mal ~in this example, the$100% axis!. The incident wave vectorkin

~at an angle of 24° relative to the surface normal!, the internal
propagating wave vectorkP , and the surface gradient~denoting the
propagation direction! are shown. For this particular choice of inp
angle, the propagating ray exhibits negative refraction. The inse~at
right! shows the full slice through the dispersion surface, along w
the edge of the Brillouin zone.
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of u in539° relative to the$111% axis, as a function of the
wavelength of the incident light. At small frequencies,uP is
constant, with a value given by Snell’s law as expected
an isotropic band structure. At high frequencies,uP,0, so
negative refraction occurs. NearV50.80, the propagation
direction is a very sensitive function of frequency and the
is a drastic change in the value ofuP from negative to posi-
tive values. For an input wavelength of around 1300 nm,
angular dispersion in this region is of the order of 14°/n
This is substantially larger than the values achieved in pla
photonic crystals,11 and could prove valuable for waveleng
division multiplexing.

For beam steering applications, a relation betweenuP and
u in for a particular value of frequency is needed. This res
will of course depend on which crystal facet is exposed, d
to the momentum conservation condition~see Fig. 4!. How-
ever, as noted above, once the dispersion surface is d
mined it is easy to compute the result for any chosen cry
orientation. We discuss the two relevant cases mentioned
lier, for which the$100% and$111% faces are exposed. In bot
cases, the anglesuP andu in are measured with respect to th
surface normal. Figure 6 shows the computed relation
tween these two angles for~a! V50.30~band No. 2! and~b!
V50.73~band No. 4!, for the case of the$100% surface. The
low frequency result is, unsurprisingly, smoothly varying a
is consistent with Snell’s law for the average~homogenized!
refractive index. At the higher frequency, there is a sudd
jump in the internal angle, from negative to positive valu
at incident angles of roughly625°. The rate of change is
approximately 8° for 1° change in the input angle. The var
tion of uP with u in is symmetric aboutu in50° ~i.e., normal
incidence!, as a result of the fourfold symmetry of the di
persion surface. This symmetry can be seen in the inse
Fig. 4. In contrast, the$111% axis is not a symmetry axis fo
this dispersion surface, so the variation ofuP with u in is not
expected to be symmetric about the surface normal. Figu
shows the result for the case of the$111% surface; as in Fig. 6,
the low frequency result (V50.30) obeys Snell’s law, while
the result for a frequency higher in the band (V50.73) ex-

e
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r
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h

FIG. 5. Computed internal propagation direction as a function
frequency for an incoming beam incident on a$111% facet of the
photonic crystal, at a fixed orientation of (u in,f in)5(39°,90°).

Sincef in590°, the incident beam is in the$1̄10% plane, and as a
result the propagating beam also lies in this plane.
3-4
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FIG. 6. Computed dependence of the intern
propagation angle on the input angle. Both t
input beam and the beam propagating inside

photonic crystal are confined in the$1̄10% plane.
~a! V50.30. ~b! V50.73. In both cases, the in
put facet is assumed to be a$100% lattice plane.
The low frequency behavior~a! is consistent with
Snell’s law, whereas at high frequencies a stro
angular dispersion is observed.
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hibits discontinuities due to the warping of the dispers
surface. Also, we note in Fig. 7~b!, for u in near 75° and
250°, there are two values of the propagation angle. Thi
a manifestation of the birefringence effect reported in ear
works.5,16

It is instructive to examine more closely the regions
high angular sensitivity, and explore the behavior for sm
variations in the input parameters. Figure 8 shows a close
view of the sensitive region near 45° in Fig. 7~b!, for several
different closely spaced frequencies. It is clear from this p
that, in order to observe the superprism effect, bothu in and
the radiation frequency need to be carefully chosen. For
ample, for a frequency ofV50.8, the extreme sensitivity to
input angle occurs for an input angleu in of around 40°. A
small shift in frequency, toV50.82, shifts the angle a
which the effect occurs to about 37°. In this case, no sign
cant effect is observed at input angles near 40°.

We can also explore the sensitivity to small changes in
refractive index of the macroporous polymer medium.
with small changes in the frequency, we expect that sm
variations in the properties of the photonic lattice can a
lead to large changes in the internal propagation an
within a certain narrow range of parameters. Small chan
in the refractive index of the polymer backbone will lead
small variations in the curvature of the dispersion surface
a fixed frequency, which can shift the point at which t
incident wave vector intersects this surface. Figure 9 show
typical set of data illustrating this effect. Here we compu
the internal angleuP as a function of the incident light fre
quency, for several different values of the polymer refract
index. As the index increases by steps of less than 0.1%
frequency at which a large angular dispersion is obser
shifts systematically to lower values. Calculations show t
at aroundV50.80, a maximum change of around 70° in t
propagation angle is obtained for 0.63% change in the p
mer index.
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This property can be applied to optical sensing. If t
polymer which comprises the photonic crystal is also a r
ognizing agent for a certain analyte, then the presence of
analyte would lead to a small shift in the index of the ph
tonic crystal, due to adsorption or chemical reaction with
polymer. This shift would in turn lead to a large change
the internal propagation angle, which may be more ea
detected than the corresponding shift in the wavelength
the optical stop band.36 We note that this sort of calculation i
somewhat more cumbersome than for the earlier examp
since one must compute a new dispersion surface, not
for each energy, but also for each different refractive ind
Nevertheless, the procedure, once the dispersion surfac
determined, remains the same.

So far, all of our illustrative results have been restricted
the case where thek-vector of the input beam lies in th
planekx5ky , so that the internal propagating beam directi
can be parameterized by a single angle. We have con
trated on this situation for ease of displaying the resu
However, the superprism effect is still present even if t
condition is not satisfied. As an illustration, Fig. 10 shows
portion of the three-dimensional dispersion surface forV
50.73, along with the propagating ray and wave vector fo
particular input ray. This illustrates the large out-of-pla
propagation that can occur if the dispersion surface
warped. Figure 11 shows the calculated propagation di
tion for out-of-plane propagation, for a fixed orientation i
put ray at (u in ,f in)5(50°,85°), as a function of frequency
For small frequencies, the propagation beam stays in
plane of the incoming beam. But for high frequencies, b
up andfp are sensitive functions of frequency. There is lar
out-of-plane propagation and at aroundV50.734, bothup
and fp change drastically. For frequencies aboveV
50.735, fp reaches a constant value of around 93°. T
behavior may offer improvement in previously described a
plications since beams of slightly different frequenci
t

n

at
FIG. 7. As in Fig. 6, except that the inpu
facet is a$111% lattice plane. Because the$111%
axis is not a symmetry axis for the dispersio
surface~see the inset to Fig. 4!, the result in~b!
does not exhibit symmetry aboutu in50. This re-
sult also shows multiple propagating solutions
high angles, consistent with earlier reports~Refs.
5 and 16!.
3-5
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TUSHAR PRASAD, VICKI COLVIN, AND DANIEL MITTLEMAN PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 165103 ~2003!
would be much better resolved inside the photonic crysta
order to observe such a large out-of-plane propagation
shown in Fig. 10, very thick crystals may be needed. T
samples grown from colloids are typically only a few m
crons thick, although thicker high-quality crystals have be
reported.37

Finally, as the calculated angle and wavelength sensi
ties are very large, a consideration of experimental par
eters is appropriate. An experimental realization of this eff
depends on the degree of collimation of the incoming be
an issue which has been considered recently by Babaet al.38

We expect that, in order to clearly observe the extreme s
sitivity of the propagation direction to the various para
eters, it will be necessary for the input beam to be w
collimated, so that the spread in incident angles is sm
compared to the angular width of the sensitive transition

FIG. 8. A close-up view of the situation shown in Fig. 7~b!, near
the incident angleu in545°, for several closely spaced frequencie
The angle at which the superprism effect is observed is a sens
function of the input frequency. However, the angular width of t
transition region is not too sensitive.

FIG. 9. Internal angleuP as a function of frequency, showin
the sensitivity to small changes in the refractive index of
macroporous polymer backbone. In this calculation, the incid
angle is fixed atu in539° with respect to the$111% input facet. The
eleven data curves show the result for polymer indices ranging f
1.59 to 1.60, in increments of 0.001.
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gion. From a careful examination of Fig. 8, we note that t
width of this transition decreases for increasing frequencyV.
However, even at a frequency ofV50.8, the width of the
transition isDu in;1° or ;17 mrad. An angular divergenc
of less than 1 mrad is readily obtained using many differ
laser sources. Even a focused beam does not exhibit
much divergence, as long as the focal length is not too sm
~e.g., f .4 mm for a 0.5 mm diameter input beam!.

Another factor to consider is the influence of defects a
disorder, which are inevitable in self-assembled structu
The role of uncontrolled defects in a photonic crystal is
matter of much current interest.39 In the case of typical
macroporous polymer photonic crystals, the presence of

.
ve

t

m

FIG. 10. An octant of theV50.73 dispersion surface~fourth
band!. Both up andfp can change drastically if the incoming bea

is not in the$1̄10% plane. This is illustrated for an input ray with
u in5137° andf in589°. Only the propagation wave vector~from
the G point to the dispersion surface! and the propagation direction
~arrow,up5100°, fp537°) are shown.

FIG. 11. Computed internal propagation direction as a funct
of frequency for an incoming beam incident on$111% face of the
photonic crystal, at a fixed orientation of (u in ,f in)5(50°,85°). At
high frequencies, the propagation beam is not confined in the p
of the incoming beam, and bothuP and fP exhibit large angular
dispersion.
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order leads to scattering, which depletes the primary pro
gating mode and generates a diffuse background. This sh
have little impact on the measurements described here,
less the depletion of the primary mode is substantial. As lo
as there is sufficient energy left in the primary mode to
termine its propagation direction, the superprism eff
should still be observable. In fact, one could argue that
superprism geometry described in our work is one of the
proposed applications of these materials which is largelyin-
sensitiveto disorder, since it relies only on a determination
the change in location~and not on an absolute measureme
of the change in amplitude! of the transmitted beam.

V. CONCLUSION

We present an analysis of the superprism phenomena
macroporous polymer photonic crystal, using a sample
ometry that is readily fabricated. This method is an extens
of the theory developed earlier for two-dimensional crysta
and is well suited to the study of the wide variety of compl
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